
Wonder Document - Mobility in Virtual Reality

Who are we?

The group members:
- Jarl Erik Cedergren (jarlec@uio.no)
- Stian Kongsvik (stiako@uio.no)
The members are both master students at the second year of their masters degree
in informatics. Our theses are about locomotion and text input in virtual reality.

Introduction

Virtual reality (VR) technology gained popularity as a research field in the early
90s. However, the technology was at the time very low fidelity and had clear
limitations which made it difficult to utilize it for anything productive. During the
latest years, VR-technology has evolved next to new powerful computer hardware.
It does now allow for more productive applications, like simulation, architecture,
education and cooperative work. To utilize such applications, VR also introduce
new layers of mobility, both in the real world and in the virtual environment which
opens many new possibilities.

The project

We will look further into what type of mobility VR-technology allows, and which
impact this have on the user(s). Mobility related to VR can take place both in the
real world, the virtual world, or a mix of both at the same time. Technologies like
HTC Vive’s "Room Scale" allows for real walking to be translated into the virtual
environment, but with space limited to the real environment. The use of a joystick
gives the user unlimited mobility within the virtual environment at the cost of less
immersion, while techniques like "Walk-in-place" both gives the user the benefit
of moving in real life while being able to travel without limits in the virtual world.
While all of these "locomotion"-techniques gives the user various ways of being
mobile within virtual reality, mobility can also apply to space. For instance, a
user of VR can utilize the technology to bring their workspace to their location
without actually being there in real life, or move themselves into a collaborative
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space with co-workers. This opens for a new and powerful type of mobility which
makes us want to explore the topic further.

Research questions

• What type of mobility/locomotion is preferred in VR?

• Can spatial mobility in VR enhance collaborative activities?

• How can users utilize the mobility that is possible in VR?

Methodology

We plan to both have a theoretical and practical approach to the research ques-
tions. We wish to look into the possibilities of mobility in VR by reading studies
related to the topic, as well as make a prototype for VR to illustrate the various
possibilities of mobility.
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